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Abstract 
Multiphase flows are present in almost all processing technologies in many industries and in the environment. 

Everyday phenomena such as rain, snow, fog, blood flow, dust in air, sand motion at the beach due to the wind or 

the waves, pneumatic conveying systems, underground flow, or even cooking eggs in boiling water, just to name a 

few, are familiar examples of multiphase flows.  Multiphase flows can be broadly classified as disperse or separated 

depending on their characteristics. Disperse flows consist of a carrier fluid and another(other) phase(s) of discrete 

elements such as droplets, bubbles, or particles. The study of such flows is not only very interesting but also very 

challenging. As numerical methods have become the 3rd pillar of research (being the other two, theoretical and 

experimental work), I have devoted my career to using and developing numerical schemes for large-scale domain 

and small-scale domain to study disperse flows. In this talk, I first review the current state-of-the-art computational 

techniques for dispersed multiphase flows and their strengths and limitations. In doing so, I will present several case 

studies of my work on modeling disperse flows ranging from research-oriented work on environmental problems to 

the study of real industrial problems. I will present my work on simulating some cases present in nature, such as 

warm rain initiation and porous media flow. I will also take you through some of my work implementing well-

known commercial software to solve important industrial problems involving multiphase flows—on the base of 

which a number of process improvements were proposed for a number of industries. I will also identify promising 

new opportunities for future research in the disperse flow area throughout my talk. 
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